
John Kelly
Arrived Brisbane 1865



A Research Challenge

A man named John Kelly arrived in Brisbane with his 
young family by ship in 1865.

● Can you find his age?

● And his occupation?

From an item published in QFHS 'SNIPPETS' NEWSLETTER" Special Snippets No 2 March 2020



The starting point for information on 
people who arrived in Queensland from 
overseas before 1901 is the Immigration 
Collection at the Queensland State 
Archives.

Locate the webpage where the Indexes 
are collected and select the card for 
Immigration.

Click the down arrow to open up the 
detailed contents.



Assisted Immigration 1848-1912 is the 
largest dataset, so start there.



The index must be searched 
one term at a time. So begin 
with the surname of interest.

When you see some results 
displayed, click on any one of 
them that shows the correct 
surname (in this case, Kelly).

This will filter out any entry in 
the index that does not match.



Now you can refine your 
search, by filtering on 
another search term, such 
as the year of arrival.



You now have 30 entries for people 
with the surname Kelly who arrived 
in Queensland by ship during the 
year 1865.



You may be tempted to 
further refine the results 
with another search term, 
such as the given name 
John.

Do NOT do that.



Adding that third search term 
gives you a list of 69 men called 
John Kelly but has lost the 
restriction on the year of 
arrival.

It appears that you can only 
have two search terms active 
at one time; so go back to the 
previous list (because it was 
shorter) and browse through it 
till you reach the Js (for John). 



You will see that there are five 
entries, and that four of them 
appear to have come on the same 
voyage (the Venilia, arriving 15 
October).

As before, the down arrow on 
each card will open up more 
detailed information concerning 
that particular entry.



Click on any one of them to 
reveal that there is a little 
more information on each 
card; but not enough to draw 
any definite conclusions.

You need to gather all the 
information from each card 
into a format where you can 
compare them.



John KELLY 1865-10-15 Venilia Age: 1
Page: 229

Item ID: 18474
Microfilm 1: Z1957
Microfilm 2: M1696

ditto ditto Age: 25
Page: 229

ditto

ditto ditto Age: 1
Page: 268

ditto

ditto ditto Age: 25
Page: 268

ditto

John KELLY 1865-11-13 Samarang Age: 20
Page: 274

ditto



● All the records are drawn from a single dataset (18474) that has 
been copied onto just one microfilm (Z1957).

● The five records are on just three different pages of the 
document.

● It is possible that the Venilia records have been duplicated.

● It appears that the five entries probably represent just three 
different people.

○ An adult and a child (father & son?) aboard the Venilia

○ An adult aboard the Samarang



There is no need to visit QSA to 
view the microfilm because a 
digital image is available online.

Click the lime green button on the 
bottom right corner of any card 
to see the linked image for that 
record.



On page 274, John Kelly is shown 
travelling with James and Ellen.

Ellen could be his wife, but it is equally 
likely she is a sister or even a cousin.

The expression “a young family” usually 
implies small children.



Page 229 shows “both” 
Johns on the Venilia 
listed together.



John 25
Susan 25
John  1
Elizabeth infant



Page 268 provides the same information on the young family of John 
Kelly; supporting the inference that an original list of Venilia passengers 
was copied twice.



Information drawn from shipping lists in the Immigration Index can 
often be supported by newspaper reports concerning the arrival of 
ships in Moreton Bay.

A search in Trove for Venilia AND Kelly in Queensland papers around 
October 1865 could provide this additional evidence.



There is documentary evidence of 
Kelly passengers arriving on this 
voyage, but their given names are 
Catherine (or Katharine) and 
Valentine.

Are these people included in the 
shipping list?





If Catherine and Valentine, John and 
Susan were all aboard the ship when 
it arrived, why are only two of 
them listed in the news report?

The table in the Brisbane Courier listed those nominated 
for Assisted Passages. This refers to a special type of 
ticket paid for by someone in Queensland (either the 
colonial Government or an individual or business). 

The fact that John Kelly and his family were not 
included in that list suggests that he purchased their 
tickets himself in England. 



The search so far indicates that there were two men named John 
Kelly who sailed into Brisbane during 1865. It is most likely that the one 
“with a young family” arrived aboard the Venilia aged 25 years.

BUT
We have no evidence concerning his occupation.

It is clear that QSA document 18474 was not made aboard the ship. 
Copies of that original  record were made (at least twice) in the early 
twentieth century and did not include all of the information in it 
(specifically, in this case, the passengers’ occupation). 

The may be another document that contains more information about the 
voyage of the Venilia.





QFHS has developed 2 CDs 
that index ships’ records 
from the National Archives 
(rather than the QSA) and 
has licenced the content to 
subscription sites.

If you had access to the Strathpine 
Library collection, you could search 
those CDs for Kelly Venilia 1865.

The results would be as shown in the 
next few pages.









So 25 year old Jonathon (Jno)  Kelly was a married Gardener and 
Shepherd of English nationality (not Irish like Valentine and Catherine, 
apparently no relation) when he migrated with his wife Susan and 
children Jonathon Jnr and Elizabeth.



The Customs Houses indices are not freely 
available, but what about the original records?



Images of shipping lists held in the NAA can be browsed 
(not searched) using a technique that was demonstrated 
at a meeting in 2017. 



Carry out an Item Search 

● in a particular series J715 
● during a specified period 
● for digital copies 
● where the control symbol 

ROLL* indicates the 
source was microfilm.



That search produced the following possibilities.

Note that the fact that the original rolls of microfilm are now 
stored in Melbourne is irrelevant, because the digitised item can 
be viewed at home in any location.





Since 1865 is roughly in the middle 
of the 1852-70 range, start at page 
660.

Step through looking at dates.



At page 769



And then on page 770 ...

Notice that Jonathon Junior may not be exactly 1 year old. The mark may 
simply be a tick in the column indicating a male child between 1 and 12 years.



This collection of records also includes 
other documents from the same ship.

Such as this certificate that the mail 
carried from London had been 
delivered correctly.



And this list, apparently made upon 
arrival, cross-checking people actually 
on board against the lists of crew and 
those passengers who embarked.

Details like nationality, occupation and 
exact age were omitted. Passengers 
are grouped simply as male or female 
and adult (above 14 years) or child.



So by drawing together two collections of images and the indexes associated 
with each, we have (with reasonable confidence) identified the man John Kelly 
who travelled to Brisbane from London (via Plymouth) aboard the Venilia 
between June and October 1865..

He was a 25 year-old Gardener and Shepherd.


